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SPECIFICATION

♦ Maximum load capacity: 50kg, including the bicycle carrier

♦ A maximum of 4 occupants are allowed when using the bicycle carrier

♦ Compatible with the bicycle carriers offered by Honda

♦ Removable lockable ball joint

♦ Rotating socket

♦ The kit includes a plug and play 13-pin wiring harness

 SAFE AND SECURE
Safety is always our priority, so the new 
Jazz Bicycle Attachment has been 
specifically designed to minimise any 
effects the extra load may have on 
your car’s safety features (e.g. Honda 
SENSING).

The kit includes a plug and play 13-pin 
wiring harness, which ensures a reliable 
installation and powers the lights on the 
bicycle carrier.

STRONG AND DURABLE
Made from tough, robust materials, it’s built 
for a life of adventure. 

Designed to handle the maximum 
carrying weight with ease, it prevents 
damage to the bodywork caused by any 
undue stress.

The new Jazz Bicycle Attachment is easy to 
fit and simple to use, allowing you to make 
the most of the outdoor life and explore new 
places to go cycling.

SIMPLE FITTING
Mounting the bicycle carrier on your 
car couldn’t be easier. Just insert the 
removable special ball joint and it can be 
installed as you would do on any normal 
trailer hitch.

The Jazz Bicycle Attachment has been 
solely designed for use with a bicycle 
carrier and is therefore not intended to be 
used for towing a trailer.*

* Attempting to do so may invalidate your vehicle warranties.

EXPLORE MORE

JAZZ CROSSTAR ATTACHMENT

JAZZ ATTACHMENT

Like all Honda Genuine 
Accessories, our new 

Jazz Bicycle Attachment 
has been designed 

and built to the same 
exacting standards of 

safety and strength as 
everything we make.


